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EDITORIAL
"That's another fine mess you've gotten me into"...or something along those lines and not that there's
anything funny - ha-ha - about this one, just ask Laurel and Hardy whether they would want to be part
of the crew lifting sewer manholes these days.
Firstly, if any of you have loved ones or friends in the front lines busy dealing with the medical side of
things, we want to express our deep gratitude to you and yours and sincerely hope that you are staying
safe and healthy.
From what we are hearing regarding the surveying and spatial data community has been mostly positive
with an abundance of caution and common sense whilst adhering to the Governor's guidelines.
Many of us have been blessed with extremely competent IT staff and divisions which have made
working from home relatively pain free. As many of the kinks get ironed out, so it will become more
and more expedient and many have commented that if things continue in this manner, working from
home might become the new norm. Think about not having to deal with those sometimes gruelling
traffic problems and the consequent loss of time which can add to the productivity. Of course this all
relates to the survey office and CAD technicians, but from a management perspective the live meetings
and one-on-one interaction will be hard to replace with the online options available to us now, some of
which are very impressive.
Other smaller operations have been steadily busy practicing all the necessary measures put forth and
keeping the field crews busy which is a lot easier given the nature of what field crews can achieve these
days given the technology available.
No doubt we are staring down some troubling times but with a good attitude and some stubborn resolve
we will get to climb that ever flattening curve and hopefully the summer will provide some well needed
relief. Be careful out there lifting those manholes!
Unfortunately the students were unable to present at the national competition this year and they were also
not able to go back to the dorms. Thankfully the on-line classes are in place and active in no small part due
to the staff of NMSU Geomatics.
A special thanks goes out to all of you who have contributed to this and past editions. Your contributions
are greatly appreciated, especially in the light of having more local content. It is becoming increasingly
difficult to deal with the limited response
with each call for submissions and then Front cover: CSTI Crew setup at Nustar Energy
only hearing from the usual contributors Albuquerque, NM
(not that we don't value their enormous Back cover: CSTi Performing HD Laser scan to
verify construction at Albuquerque Bio Park.
contributions). So keep them rolling...
Barry

Photos sent in by by David Acosta.
Editorial Policy

Benchmarks is published bimonthly by New Mexico Professional Surveyors. Unless copyrighted, articles may
be reprinted in other professional publications provided that proper attribution is made to the author and to this
publication. All submissions are welcome and should be made directly to the editor at barryphillips.pls@
gmail.com. Submission of an article does not guarantee publication. We reserve the right to edit all submitted
material, and no material will be returned. The opinions expressed are those of the author and are not necessarily
those of NMPS, its officers, members, or associates.
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President’s
Angle
Matt Norman, PS
(2020 NMPS President)
April 2020

Greetings NMPS Members and Fellow Surveyors,
As I write this many of you are currently in deep thought about many recent new points of interest.
Some may be pondering what to do about your Paycheck Protection Program application or whether to
temporarily defer your employment tax payments, when will a barrel of crude cost more than lunch.
Others may be concerned about how much longer they’ll be working from home, when will the
Governors’ stay-at-home order be lifted or perhaps your wondering how in the world, you’re going to
obtain your PDH’s this year. These are great questions to have and all deserve an answer; these are also
very uncertain times.
Two things that are certain, no not the death and taxes thing, but rather that this too shall pass and that
the profession we all chose was a good decision. I have recently been visiting with some of you and have
been relieved to find that most seem to be doing well in these trying times. Business is different and
challenging, but what’s new, we’re problem solvers by nature. I personally have been reaching out to old
and new contacts to promote business and have had rewarding results. I, like many of you, do not have
the salesman personality and often dread the pitch. I recommend keeping said pitch short and concise and
don’t be afraid to offer an example of your fees, after all that’s what most want to know. You may have
to get a bit more creative to keep everyone in the field and those plotters from drying up, but you’ll grow
from the adversity. Also, keep up those correspondence with your local NMPS chapters, there are many
different options available now a days to hold online meetings and stay in touch.
To be a bit more direct regarding current NMPS topics, it looks as though our 2020 conference is not
going to happen this year, at least from the traditional presenter in a conference room scenario. The
Executive Board has been in discussion about other possible options but nothing’s currently
concrete. I ask that you continue to be patient with the matter and that you continue to support
our profession and the NMPS organization. If you have any questions feel free to contact me or
periodically check in with the www.nmps.org for updates. Stay safe and we’ll all get through this soon!
Respectfully,
Matt Norman. P.S.
NMPS President
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NMPS
412 North Dal Paso
Hobbs, NM 88240
NMPS
(575)
393-1462
412
North
Dal Paso
Hobbs, NM 88240
(575) 393-1462
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critically important responsibilities in service to our fellow citizens.
Any stop-work or work from home order can and should exempt such surveyingrelated activities. Such an exemption would not create a risk of persons being
infected or spreading the virus. A shelter in place order similar to that imposed in
Pennsylvania or Boston and Cambridge, Massachusetts will prevent surveying
firms from continuing to work, causing long term economic slowdown, with no
positive impact on the Coronavirus pandemic. No amount of working from home
or telecommuting can change the need for surveying work in the field.
Under a shelter in place scenario, an exception for these types of activities
would alleviate the impact on surveying business, as well as other planning,
design, construction, and other downstream economic activities, businesses,
and industries that are dependent on surveying for other livelihoods. Even a
short-term limit on surveying-related services will have a long-term negative
impact on our economy.
Additionally, surveyors need state and local government support with regard to
obtaining permits, inspections, and other regulatory and compliance
activities and being allowed to perform field operations to keep our projects on
track, keep companies funded, and keep employees engaged and paid. If these
local government functions come to a close, it will paralyze surveying and other
activities that are dependent on surveys. Finally, government at all levels should
continue to fund and provide notices to proceed on surveying projects and not
bring them to a halt.
For the reasons stated above, these activities can be carried out with low health and
safety risk, are vital to keeping our economy moving forward, and should not be
limited or curtailed.
We respectfully urge you to implement policies that are mindful of the unique
characteristics of our profession and the long-term impact a limitation on surveying
will have on our economy. Please permit us to continue working in a safe and
responsible manner, to serve our fellow citizens.
Should you have questions or desire additional information about the New Mexico
Professional Surveyors association or the practice of land surveying feel free to
contact me at mdnsurveying@hotmail.com or 575-234-3505.
Respectfully Yours,

Matthew Norman, PLS
NMPS President
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THE ROUGH MIDDLE
By
John Stock, retired surveyor

You know who you are; the middle manager or the “project surveyor”. The person who
is professionally and possibly the legal (signing) boss of a given survey project. Now
it doesn’t matter whether it is a small boundary or a large multi-disciplined project
involving engineers and possibly architects. You are probably in charge of a field party and a
technician processing incoming data from the field.
Thanks to GPS/RTK and automated drafting you might be doing it yourself. You have
been given a nice title and maybe a salary instead of an hourly wage working 50 hours a
week and getting paid for 40. You're carrying a license around with you and a certificate
hanging on the wall. You worked hard to get there with both education and hopefully
experience. What may not have been made plain is the duty to the public, not the
company or the big boss. Let’s face a fact: the private sector is about production and
profit.
The public duty can be forgotten very quickly when deadlines are missed and dollars are
slipping away. The project budget negotiations may not have had your input before the big
boss signed on the dotted line which effectively put you in the hot seat to perform. The
pressure comes when you realize that if you don’t make the budget or deadline the big boss
may try to find somebody who will. So all your hard preparation for this dream position
goes out the door along with you and your personal possessions from your office or cube.
So, there you are on the street with a couple of cardboard boxes with said certificate under
your arm wondering WTF happened? In boom times you can always get employed again
just maybe not in your home town or state. In a bad economy you could get shown the door
for no other reason than the big boss also has a survey license and you are all of sudden a
redundant and expensive component.
So, take a deep breath and think things through when your over the shock. You could seek
another similar position, but in a failing local economy it may not happen. It would just
be a matter of time until the whole ugly episode is repeated. Okay, you could go on your
own. All you need is $100,000 to get set up and then where are the clients going to come
from? BTW did you sign a no-compete clause with your last employer? These are hard
things to digest, I understand the situation having lived it on more than one occasion. You
could seek a public sector position. Not bad if you can get hired. However, there is very
little turnover in those positions.
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So, to the positive side, what have you done in your state and national professional
organization? Are you just a member or have you been active as a conference attendee
and maybe a presenter or author for a journal? Do you attend seminars and classes to
get better at what you do? This activity is a networking gold mine. Get known and a
position may find you. During my own hard times my involvement with state and
national survey organizations saved the day more than once. The work was hard and
sometimes dangerous as most field work can be but it was there when needed. If it
wasn’t for being “known” I would have had to seek a job out of the profession and maybe
never look back. That would have been a sad time after years of labor, education and
licensing.
In conclusion, if your still gainfully employed and not active professionally get at it.
You won’t be sorry. Δ

Hopefully the Town of
Quemado got a discount
on this “Weter Mater” lid,
I can’t seem to turn off
my plat proofing brain.
Tammy Kaber, PLS
Gila Land Surveying, LLC.
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Public Art Exhibit in Las Cruces, NM
Earl F. Burkholder, PS, PE, F.ASCE
Global COGO, Inc.
eburk@globalcogo.com
www.globalcogo.com

Several weeks ago, I received notice that Club Fitness, the gym I patronize, was closed
as a measure to help prevent the spread of the coronavirus. Walking along the crest of
the Las Cruces Flood Control Dam east of NMSU became a popular exercise alternative. The associated photo shows one of several exhibits of “rock art” I discovered while
walking on the dam. Someone created some rather impressive images using rocks, bottles,
and roofing tile.
I did a Google search on “Las Cruces Rock Art” and found the following link to
Kathy Morrow’s web site. . .
		

https://www.kathymorrowstudio.com/rock-art---public-art-project.html

In addition to the one image accompanying this short article, the web site
shows many additional rock art creations and describes other activities
associated with her art studio. In an email exchange, Kathy shared how she got started in
creating the public art images. She also seemed quite pleased that I expressed interest in
her work.
If you would like to know more about the location of the image and the flood control dam,
you can use Google Earth to view the entire area. The photo was taken from the top of
the flood control dam looking SW toward the NMSU Golf Clubhouse. The image does not
appear in the Google Earth view – the image was created after the Google Earth photo
was taken.
The location for a Google search is. . .
		
		

Latitude:
32 deg 17 min 19.75 sec North
Longitude: 106 deg 43 min 29.69 sec West

If you would like to correspond with the artist, her email address is:
kmmorrow@comcast.net
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412 N. Dal Paso
Hobbs, NM 88240
Tel: (575) 393-3117
Fax: (575) 393-3450
www.jwsc.biz
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SPC83 COORDINATES CONVERSION
TO LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES AND THE INVERSE
OPERATION USING THE TI84 FAMILY
OF HANDHELDS.
BY
JACK M. KESLER
INTRODUCTION:
This program works on the GRS80 ellipsoid and allows for any Zone setup for
the Transverse Mercator Grid. The program allows the user to save the SPC83 values
to metric, U.S. Survey Feet and International Feet. The default Zone is Arizona West
(0203). The mathematical equations used are those derived by T. Vincenty and put
together by James E. Stem in the Manual: “NOAA Manual NOS NGS 5, State Plane
Coordinate System of 1983”. This manual may be downloaded in “pdf” format from the
NGS website and is highly recommended. Note: Again this program works for all
Transverse Mercator Projections in the Continental U.S.A. only! All longitudes are
positive to the West!
The GRS80 ellipsoid is defined by the following parameters:
𝑎 = 6378137.00 𝑚
𝑏 = 6356752.3141403 𝑚
1
= 298.25722210088 𝑚
𝑓
𝑒2 = 0.0066943800229034

In which a= semi-major axis, b= semi-minor axis, f= flattening and e² = the first
eccentricity squared.
LISTS:
The program uses the following variables in the form of work lists.
STORAGE:
L1(1) = r = 6367449.14577 which is the radius of the rectifying sphere.
L1(2) = U0 = -0.005048250776
L1(3) = U2 = 0.000021259204
L1(4) = U4 = -0.000000111423
L1(5) = U6 = 0.000000000626
L1(6) = V0 = 0.005022893948
L1(7) = V2 = 0.000029370625
L1(8) = V4 = 0.000000235059
L1(9) = V6 = 0.000000002181
L1(10) = S0 = 3430745.5918 (0203)
1
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L1(11) = 𝑘0 = 1/15000 = 0.9999333333… (0203).
L1(12) = a = 6378137.00 m
L1(13) = e² = 0.0066943800229034
L1(14) = b = 6356752.3141403 m
L1(15) = n = (a-b)/(a+b) (created but not used as the Coefficients were checked by
other programs).
L1(16) = 𝜙0 = Latitude of grid origin 31º00’ (0203).
L1(17) = 𝜆0 = Longitude of grid origin 113º 45’ (0203).
L1(18) = 1 radian = 180º/π degrees.
L1(19) = USFT = 1200/3937 m.
L1(20) = INTFT = 1/0.3048 m.
L1(21) = 𝐸0 of grid origin = 213360 m (0203).
L1(22) = 𝑁0 of grid origin = 0 m (0203).
L1(23) = e’² = e²/(1-e²) = Second eccentricity squared.
2
'2
2
L1(24) = 𝜂 = 𝑒 ∗ 𝐶𝑂𝑆(𝜙)
DIRECT SOLUTION:

L2(1) = Latitude of station.
L2(2) = Longitude of station.
L2(3) = 𝐿 = (𝜆 ‒ 𝜆0) ∗ 𝐶𝑂𝑆(𝜙)
L2(4) = 𝜔 (see NGS manual).
L2(5) = 𝑆 = 𝑘0 ∗ 𝜔 ∗ 𝑟
L2(6) = 𝑅 = Radius of curvature in the prime vertical.
L2(7) = t = TAN(ϕ)
L2(8) = A2
L2(9) = A4
L2(10) = A6
L2(11) = N (northing).
L2(12) = A1
L2(13) = A3
L2(14) = A5
L2(15) = A7
L2(16) = E (easting).
L2(17) = C1
L2(18) = C3
L2(19) = C5
L2(20) = Delta Alpha (convergence).
L2(21) = F2
L2(22) = F4
L2(23) = k = Grid factor.
LN(1), LE(1) = Coordinates in meters.
LN(2), LE(2) = Coordinates in U. S. Survey feet.
LN(3), LE(3) = Coordinates in International feet.
2
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[C] matrix contains: point number, N, E and the old or actual point number
[F] matrix contains: the point number, the grid factor, Delta alpha, Delta alpha blow up
and the old point number.
INVERSE SOLUTION:
L3(1) = 𝜔 (see NGS manual).
L3(2) = 𝜙𝑓 = Foot print latitude.
L3(3) = 𝑅𝑓 = Radius of curvature in the prime vertical.
𝑄=

𝐸 ‒ 𝐸0

𝑅𝑓
L3(4) =
L3(5) = t = TAN(𝜙𝑓)
'2
L3(6) = 𝑒 = Second eccentricity squared as before.
2
L3(7) = 𝜂 = The same as before computed with 𝜙𝑓.
L3(8) = B2
L3(9) = B4
L3(10) = B6
L3(11) = Latitude.
L3(12) = B3
L3(13) = B5
L3(14) = B7
L3(15) = L (see NGS manual).
L3(16) = Longitude.
L3(17) = D1
L3(18) = D3
L3(19) = D5
L3(20) = Delta alpha.
L3(21) = G2
L3(22) = G4
L3(23) = k = Grid factor.

L4(1) = N as input.
L4(2) = E as input.
L4(3) = N as converted to meters.
L4(4) = E as converted to meters.
L4(5) = Latitude.
L4(6) = Longitude..
L4(7) = Degrees part of the latitude.
L4(8) = Minutes part of the latitude.
L4(9) = Seconds part of the latitude.
L4(10) = Degrees part of the longitude.
L4(11) = Minutes part of the longitude.
L4(12) = Seconds part of the longitude.
L4(13) = Delta alpha.
L4(14) = Grid factor.
3
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[G] matrix stores point number, latitude (D.D), latitude blow up values, longitude (D.D), ,
longitude blow up values and the old or actual point number.
MENUS:
Main Menu:
1:SETUP
2:NEW PROJEC
3:PLTOSC
4:SCTOPL
5:SAVE SPC
6:SAVE ELLIP
7:EXIT
SETUP:
This item clears all lists, and dimensions all Lists and Matrices plus adding all
coefficients for computations and the 0203 zonal constants.
NEW PROJEC:
This item allows the user to enter zonal constants for any other continental U.S.A.
Transverse Mercator Projection.
PLTOSC:
This item asks the user to enter a latitude and longitude to be converted. The SPC
values in meters, USFT and INTFT are displayed and stored. The Delta alpha and Grid
factor are displayed and stored. Note: P = phi or latitude and L = lambda or longitude.
SCTOPL:
This item asks the user to enter a Northing and Easting (both in meters or USFT or
INTFT) and the user will be asked to identify the units of the input values. The values in
meters will then be displayed. The latitude and longitude will be displayed to three
decimal places in seconds. The full value is available in storage. The Delta alpha and
Grid factor are displayed and saved.
SAVE SPC:
This item allows the user to save which ever coordinate unit value to the [C] matrix for
use later and saves the Delta alpha and Grid factor to the [F] matrix. The user will be
asked for the actual point number so the TI84 number can be considered an alias.
SAVE ELLIP:
This item allows the user to save the “Geographic” latitude and longitude to the [G]
matrix. The user will be asked for the actual point number so the TI84 number can be
considered an alias.
EXIT:
This item stops the program and returns to the home screen.

4
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The Lists and Matrices can be exported ultimately to an EXCEL™ spread sheet
for additional editing and formatting.
SAMPLE VALUES:
NO.1:
Point “JACKSHACK” in Kingman, Az projection: (0203) (the program default):
Longitude for the Central Meridian = 113º45’
Latitude for the Origin = 31º 00’
Coordinates for the Origin: N = 0.00 m; E = 213360 m
Scale factor on the Central Meridian = 1/15000 = 0.99993333333…..
Actual point number = 98
Latitude = 35º11’50.480050”N
Longitude = 114º02’29.274760”W
N = 465521.55300 m
E = 186818.44767 m
NO. 2:
Point “STONE HARBOR” in New Jersey (per book by P. Wolf & C. Ghilani).
Longitude for the Central Meridian = 74º30’
Latitude for the Origin = 38º50’
Coordinates for the Origin: N = 0.00 m; E = 150000 m
Scale factor on the Central Meridian = 0.9999
Actual point number = 99
Latitude = 39º02’21.63632”N
Longitude = 74º46’08.80133”W
N = 22902.2324 m
E = 126703.0683 m

5
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NSPS 2020-2021 Officers
Great to see the official Press Release and of course
also seeing Amanda standing out in such fine
company!
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CNM News
Benchmarks April 2020
Emiliano Salazar - President

Central New Mexico Community College
NMPS Student Chapter
In late March a small group from the NMPS CNM chapter took a trip to the New Mexico Initial Point. The
trip was at the end of National Surveyors week, before the state-mandated COVID-19 restrictions were
starting to take effect. It was a very nice day and we were able to keep our social distance and still enjoy
the hike and views at the top of Black Butte near San Acacia in Socorro County. What a view! It took us
back in time looking in most directions, except of course, for the cultivated fields, railroad, I-25, and the
development of Socorro way off in the distance.
Back in spring of 1855 when John Wesley Garretson was setting the original Initial Point Monument,
many things of were great concern; notably, the lack of water, food and hostile Native Americans. An
interesting fact we found was that Garretson and his crew had to re-survey about 100 miles of the New
Mexico Principal Meridian due to not having been provided with the proper calibration data for his chain
until after the survey started. When re-surveying those 100 miles, the old monuments which were first set
also had to be destroyed. What a setback that must have been.
This rugged butte rises about 220 feet from the surrounding plain. Looking south from the Initial Point,
Garretson’s survey crew had to chain right over a steep drop-off to the bottom, across the Rio Grande and
then back up another steep hill to the south. The survey had to be suspended temporarily about 60 miles
south due to the lack of water on the Jornada del Muerto. This desolate area has a lot of historical significance – everything from the Native Americans who inhabited this area, to the Spaniards who crossed the
Jornada del Muerto finding lifesaving help from the pueblo people. The field notes recorded by Garretson
are fascinating to read and add to the written history of this area.

3D model of
Black Butte
(Pix4D)
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On this outing we were able to
capture some aerial imagery to
use later in a 3D model and had
time for a sack lunch near the
Rio Grande while walking near
the footsteps of the 1855 original
survey and the re-monumentation
of the Initial Point in 1956.
Although it was a very small
group, we hope to be able to share
our experience and what we have
learned about the history of the
New Mexico Initial Point and its
importance to surveying in New
Mexico. Δ
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New Mexico Initial Point
- Sandia Mountains in the
background
Dr. Wurm calls for help on the news that Dona Ana Community College has dropped
courses related to the Geomatics Degree.
ATTENTION NMPS Members: My great friends, some unexpected info has come our way from
the DACC, just this week. They will no longer be offering the courses that are part of the ET-Civil and
ET-Geomatics degrees.
I recognize that you too may have had some diminished production. My question is -- do you have anyone
on staff that may be willing/able to teach some introductory CAD classes – from a distance location? The
first class is very basic, the second one possibly a civil-specific and/or a survey-specific type of course.
(for those of you that may recall, this is DRFT 109 and DRFT 143 (or DRFT 153)) Guidance would be
provided for the delivery, you have very talented and highly respected staff, many of whom are alumni.
Along with acceptance of this request, an adjunct stipend would be attached. Replies can be send to me
at kwurm@nmsu.edu
Difficult times friends, my sincere best wishes for happiness and good health,
Kurt Wurm
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NMPS NMSU Student Chapter
The environment has greatly changed since the last update from the student chapter. All NMSU classes
have moved online for the rest of the spring 2020 semester due to COVID-19. Those in the surveying
program were quite lucky that we were already mostly acclimated to working in an online environment,
so this transition has not been as unfamiliar as it has been to many of our classmates at NMSU once
classes resumed after the two-week spring break.
Of the many things cancelled due to the pandemic was the NSPS Student Competition in Fredericksburg, VA. Since we were not able to make it up this year, most of the competition has turned to a virtual
environment. The presentation portion of the competition was canceled and evaluation has turned to
grading of the technical report and poster. Even though we did not get to travel and present this year,
we are extremely grateful for the support and help the statewide community has given us! We are sorry
we won’t get to share our presentation with you all at the state conference, though we understand the need
to cancel gatherings for the greater good. Stay tuned for results!
Many congratulations to Samuel J. Smith III, our Geomatics graduate this semester! Congratulations and
we wish the best for you in the future!
Evan Pointer
NMPS NMSU Student Chapter President
NMSU has just instructed students to NOT return from spring break, we will continue to provide courses
via on-line. I can only say that while many of my students have been distant (or at least ‘not present’) for
some time, this is of little concern to me. A few related items:
* Faculty and staff have been instructed to work from home
* Students who may live in dormitories are advised to not return
* Library access is now limited to specific titles to be retrieved by essential personnel, who are 		
also working on limited time schedules
* The “Chronicle for Higher Education” (a journal for academics) advises to administration that 		
perhaps this semester should be changed to a simple pass/fail grading system.
Professional Development hours - At issue: Continuing education for current licensee renewals:
Our membership has graciously accepted the mandatory ethics training that they have provided throughout the state as accepted toward our professional development. Much of the remaining “contact hours”
have been obtained by attending National conferences (now cancelled for the foreseeable future) and our
State NMPS Conference (which I can only assume is still up in the air). I fully understand that our current
social dilemma seems to change day to day. If the leadership of NMPS is considering the postponement
of our annual meeting, I would fully support that action. Perhaps a letter to the board of licensure is also
in order to ask them to relax the mandatory continuing education requirements for renewal for one full
renewal cycle for all registrants.
I truly hope you are all well, suffering through the shortages on the shelves, and trying to stay positive.
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Take care of your families and loved ones, and always remember our state motto, “Crescit eundo” which
translates to “increases as it grows”. We are all being called on to learn and grow, to be positive and care
for one another.
Try to stay cheerful and safe my dear friends,
Kurt Wurm
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Corporate Member
GeoShack
Dallas and El Paso, TX and
Albuquerque, NM

Sustaining Members
Tim Aldrich
Aldrich Land Surveying
Albuquerque, NM

Kery Greiner
Tierra Surveys, LLC,
Las Cruces, NM

Earl F. Burkholder
Global Cogo, Inc.
Las Cruces, NM

Ira Hardin
Hardin Engineering
Las Cruces, NM

Isaac Camacho
Brock & Bustillos Inc.
Las Cruces, NM

Russ Hugg
9384 Valley View Dr. NW
Albuquerque, NM

Douglas W. Copeland
Douglas W. Copeland PEPS
T or C, NM

Thomas Johnston
Wayjohn Surveying Inc.
Albuquerque, NM

Marc A. DePauli
DePauli Engineering &
Surveying, LLC
Gallup, NM

Keith Stickford
North Star Land Surveying
La Jara, NM

Russell Elliott
Elliott Surveying
Albuquerque, NM

Salvador Vigil
Land Surveying Co., LLC
Santa Fe, NM

Thank you for your support!
Sustaining Membership

The Sustaining Membership category is reserved for Professional Surveying Companies represented by a New Mexico
Professional Surveyor and for individual New Mexico Professional Surveyors. Please contact the NMPS office for more
information or to upgrade your existing membership.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: April 20, 2020
CONTACT: Kelly Miller
kmiller@bannerpublicaffairs.com

GPSIA Statement in Response to FCC Approval of
Ligado Order
WASHINGTON, D.C., April 20, 2020 – Today, the Executive Director of
the GPS Innovation Alliance, J. David Grossman, issued the following
statement in response to the FCC's approval of Ligado Networks'
applications:
“The GPS Innovation Alliance (GPSIA) is deeply disappointed by today's
decision, which appears to ignore the well-documented views of the
expert agencies charged with preserving the integrity of GPS,
specifically on the critical issue of what constitutes harmful interference
to users of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). GPSIA has
consistently advocated for adoption of the 1 dB Standard as the only
reliable mechanism that provides the predictability and certainty to
ensure the continuation of the GPS success story, with the support of
the Department of Defense, the Department of Transportation and
numerous other federal agencies. The 1 dB Standard for
radiofrequency-based services is critical for GNSS. The FCC’s press
release refers to conditions placed on Ligado's application to prevent
harmful interference and GPSIA and its members intend to carefully
review the details of today's order while continuing to vigorously
advocate for promoting, protecting and enhancing GPS."
About GPS Innovation Alliance
The GPS Innovation Alliance was founded by Deere & Company, Garmin
International, Inc. and Trimble Inc. The Alliance recognizes the ever-increasing
importance of Global Positioning System (GPS) and other Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) technologies to the global economy and infrastructure
and is firmly committed to furthering GPS innovation, creativity and
entrepreneurship. The GPS Innovation Alliance seeks to protect, promote and
enhance the use of GPS. For more information, please
visit www.gpsalliance.org.
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